Five friends have begun their Saturday night by going to eat pizza. Everyone has chosen a pizza on the menu but each friend has added one more ingredient. With the help of the clues, can you find the pizza that has been chosen, the ingredient added and the price?

1. The girl, who has paid 6.00 euros, has not eaten the Capricciosa pizza neither the Romana pizza and she has asked to add on it either olives or ham. The Napoli pizza has been chosen by one of the two boys.

2. The Margherita pizza cost 0.50 euro more than the one chose by Valentina (who has not asked for the olives) but less than the pizza chose by Roberta (who has not added artichokes). Not the olives neither the ham have been added to the Valdostana pizza.

3. The price of the Romana pizza was one euro less than the price of the pizza with mushrooms added. The buffalo mozzarella has not been added to the pizza that had the price lowest than the one of the Napoli pizza.

4. The friend who asked for artichokes on the pizza has paid less than Giordano but more than who chose the Valdostana one.
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